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I NTRODUCTION
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Towards a secure cellular network, researchers are
spending efforts to manually identify vulnerabilities (human investigation). Such a practice demands
both time and patience. It is only suitable to be applied on a few procedures of large cellular network
protocols. Dynamic testing, on the other hand, invokes test cases to check if the actual network behavior meets security criteria. It identifies vulnerabilities during execution. This approach, however,
depends on the quality of input test cases. As a
result, its completeness can never be proved.
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The architecture of CellScope:
1. Parser Frontend: It automatically translates LTE source codes to formal models and instruments channel and adversary models into LTE models. By slicing the model depending on a property, it extracts a
small but sufficient model for verification with the property.
2. Verification Backend: we design a prioritized counterexample guided abstractionrefinement (PCEGAR) verification and model decomposition with weakest precondition. With this two techniques,
CellScope efficiently inspects cellular network protocols in large scale. Once a counterexample is identified, it will be validated on a real OAI testbed platform.
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graph (CFG) from software implementations of
cellular network. We do optimization on CFGs for
model simplification and adversary injection. By
applying improved counter-example-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR), CellScope inspects
cellular network protocols in large scale and validates identified counterexample in a real cellular
network testbench.
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Being different from existing methods, we present
CellScope, an automated framework for specifying and verifying cellular network protocols based
on software model checking. With CellScope, we
aim to efficiently inspects cellular network protocols in large scale.
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In the cellular network, there are multi-layer event
handlers to process messages from different entities, network layers, protocols, components, or entity statuses. In software, these handlers are implemented in a comprehensive manner to cover all
possibilities. These implementations, however, expose a large but unnecessary state space for model
checking.
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Table 1: Existing methods vs. CellScope.
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Table 1: results.
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